Design and Implementation of Data Integration and Analysis System for Campus Card
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Abstract: Campus card is used to record learning, living and entertainment data of students during school learning period. It contains numerous valuable information of student daily behavior. The effective integration of campus card data is the basis for further mining and analyzing of student behavior. This paper presents the design and implementation of a data integration and analysis system for campus card. This system is analyzed and designed by Unified Modeling Language (UML) and implemented by Java. The main input involves the records of consumption, entrance guard, library and other types of related data. This system can used to integrate common types of source data and provide several kinds of statistical charts and tables to illustrate the analysis results. Moreover, the system supports to add new functions in terms of plugins.
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1. Introduction
The rapid development of information and network technology inspired the widely application of campus cards in lots of schools, especially in universities and colleges. The campus card records almost all the information of students' daily living in school, including borrowing books from library, consumption, dining, shopping, surfing the Internet, and seeking doctors and so on. These data imply many valuable information that can assist the administration managers and teachers to improve the effectiveness and efficiency. Nowadays, the research on the management and mining of campus card data become a hotspot [1]-[2].

Bowman et al. [1] first introduce the development of campus card monitoring system using Cacti Framework and Nagios Plug-in. It can monitor network traffic to evaluate operation of network. Li et al. [2] introduce some ways to improve the campus card system’s stability and reliability, taking the campus card system of Fudan University as the example. The ways includes hierarchical authority, improvement of system automation, and system monitoring etc. R. Hu [3] introduces the composition, function, system design, system security and network design of a campus card system. X. Dong et al. [4] analyze the effectiveness of some clustering algorithm, including CobWeb and EM, in mining campus card data, based on consumption data and Weka platform. Xu et al. [5] use decision-tree-classification algorithm to analyses campus card data about physical exercise. Through this way, students' situation of exercise could be evaluated. Jiang et al. [6] analyze students’ consumption behavior and learning behavior based on campus card data. This paper uses K-means clustering algorithm to analyses the consumption location and consumption level about boys and girls in school, and it also analyses the relations among the number of using card, the number of borrowing books, scholarship and academic achievement. Chen [7] makes use of the campus card data to excavate and analyze the user’ behavior of dining and consumption, and puts forward some suggestions on the operation of dining hall and management of school, taking Liaoning Medical University as an example. Fei et al. [8] optimize impoverised students determination by K-means clustering algorithm to analyze the consumption data of campus card. Li [9] analyses the students’ consumption and behavior according to campus card data of Beijing Jiaotong University. Jin et al. [10] expound the support of campus card data to schools’ decision making based on the analysis of dining records, consumer records, etc.

Most of the above-mentioned references mainly focus on data mining and analysis for the campus card data, and lack of the universal platform of campus card’s data integration and analysis. To solve this problem, this paper describes the design and implementation of data integration and analysis system for campus card, to support the improvement of university information management.

2. Basic Introduction of Data Integration and Analysis Systems for Campus Card
This system mainly realizes the integration, statistics and analysis of campus card log data. The detailed requirement are as follows.

(1) Data Integration. The system integrates data from diverse data sources into system. The supported data sources include Excel, HTML, CSV, structured text, XML and database. During integration, the users choose the file to store the source data in first, and then specify relationship between target data format and source data format. Finally, the system will check the format and import the source data if the source data is okay.

(2) Data Query. It supports basic query, complex query and expert inquiry. The basic query allows users to select one or a few conditions for a query. The complex query enables users to query by multiple conditions and combination of multiple tables. The expert inquiry supports users to write Structured Query Language (SQL) statement autonomously or load files containing queries to query.

(3) Data Statistics. It supports simple and comprehensive data statistics. The former implements simple statistics of the frequency of consumption, amount of consumption, number of access dormitory and so on. Comprehensive statistics realizes the statistical analysis of multiple data.
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In order to support the above entities, it need the following entities and their attributes:

1. POS entity. Number, IP address, system code, area code, Merc code (Merchant code), POS type, location.
2. Student entity. employee number, first name, last name, ID department, work number, traffic password, telephone number, room number, whether to display name, whether to allow the dial, display name, employee version number, department effective time.

4. Key Technologies of Systems

4.1 Data Integration and Query

The source data may be raw or wrong, so the system use the Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) method to integrate a given data source into the system. The main techniques include:

1. Different procedures are used to import different data sources into this system. Formatted text files can be direct imported into database using SQL statements. Excel files should be read into list, and then are imported to the database. XML files are imported into database after being traversed by the data in each node. The other database exported files should be used character stream to parse, and then, extract SQL statement and use addBatch operation method to realize the bulk insert.

2. Some views of the data in database should be constructed to improve the speed of query in the cascade query. These views include Iodetails, PaymentAndPos, PositionChanged, etc.

3. For analyzing students’ behavior trajectory, the semantics of consumption locations are not clear. Hence, the consumption locations are classified into restaurants, hospitals, Internet bars, supermarkets, water room and other places according to their properties. User can view students’ track in the some locations where they want to see, and ignore the meaningless sites for them. It is easy for user to analyze students’ behavior.

4.2 Display of Statistical Analysis Using Directed Graph

Based on the campus card data, a student’s trajectories during a certain period can be acquired. There are three kinds of display directed graphs: summary display, interactive single step display and automatic single step display.

To realize this function, the observer pattern is used to achieve a one-to-many dependency between objects. The class BTGraphY is observed, and observers include BTVView, BTNext, BTDynamic and so on. The method “GraphArray” of class BTGraphY obtains the results by querying the database, then the method “NotifyGraphBT” notifies its observers. The observers automatically update their views in next. This design pattern is easy to extend new function to reduce the times of data query. The class diagram is shown in Fig. 1.

3.3 Database Design

Converting consumption records, entrance guard records and library borrowing records to entities, the entities are consumption entity, dormitory building entity and library entity.
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Besides, we adopt the following methods to show the directed graph. The direct graph is shown Fig. 2.

(1) The point A and B represent location where student used campus card. The edge from A to B (or from B to A) represents student moved from position A to position B (or from position B to position A).

(2) Edge weight. The weight $w_i$ (or $w_2$) is the number of times of a student’s going through the corresponding path.

(3) Edge thickness. We set an upper and lower bounds for the thickness of edges. The Edge thickness is given by equation

$$ET_i = \frac{(W_{max} - W_{min} + 1)(W_i - W_{min}) + W_0}{W_a - W_0 + 1}.$$  

Fig. 3 shows the query result of the library records of 90 students, and we can draw the following conclusions based on these results:

(1) Generally speaking, more than 82% excellent students go to the library more frequently than the others. However, there also a few excellent students rarely go to the library. Numeric result.

(2) More than 84% poor students barely even went to library. However the times of 15.5% poor students to go to library is more than 20 times. There also exists poor students who like to study in the library, but the number of them is smaller.

(3) Overall speaking, There not many students frequently go to the library whether poor students or eugenics.

6. Conclusion and Future work
This paper presents a comprehensive introduction of the design and implementation of a Data Integration and Analysis System for Campus Card. The system is designed based on UML (unified modeling language) and is implemented using Java. We adopt MySQL as our database. The main functions of the system include data integration, data statistics, data query, data mining and data analysis. Compared with the other similar software, the proposed system has the following advantages:

(1) Our focus is the campus card data, so it can meet the
requirements of universities better than the other general data integration system; (2) The system uses dynamic graphs to show the results, which are more vividly and easily to acquire model for the behavior of the students; (3) With classified and inductive data, we can get the student’s behavior regularity more easily; and (4) It has better scalability with the open interfaces to allow users to import their own plugins.

However, this system can be improved at least in the following aspects: (1) we plan to provide more open interfaces to import plugins based on the other programming languages besides Java; and (2) we are trying to build the behavior model of students with cluster analysis and analyze their typical behavior patterns.
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